TERESA ANDERSON
Vice President, Tax Credit & Incentives
Teresa Anderson had just graduated from college when her
parents, Fred and Gayle Stout, joined with long-time friends Dr.
Jack Stephens and Beverly Kiker acquired Mars Stout in 1982. With
a degree in General Education, Teresa decided to take a leap of
faith and joined the family business as a Tax Screening Specialist.
Teresa did not expect to become as passionate about Tax Credit
Screening as she did, but when she qualified Mars Stout for their
first tax credit, she was hooked!

When Teresa isn’t working,
she enjoys spending time
with her son, Justin and
her husband, Scott. Being
in beautiful Missoula, MT,
Teresa also enjoys camping,
fishing, and hiking.

CCC is a national workforce
solution provider with offices
throughout the United
States. CCC works with
organizations in all industries
both large and small.
Contact CCC for additional
information.

Taking numerous positions within the company, Teresa gained
a well-rounded background in Tax Credits & Incentives. In 1992
Teresa was promoted to a Client Service Representative. In this
position, Teresa was responsible for program analysis, report
delivery, client training seminars, as well as client satisfaction.
With a customer-focused view, Teresa and her family of 7 brothers
and sisters, worked to see Mars Stout become a national leader
in Tax Credit Screening Services. With CCC’s acquisition of Mars
Stout in 2018, Teresa became the Vice President of Tax Credit &
Incentives. The Mars Stout teams dedication to the employers
they service is exemplified by Teresa, ”Mars Stout’s resilience
and diversification have been necessary to maintain growth and
customer satisfaction, in a changing industry. We serve as an
intermediary between workers in these target groups and their
employers, conducting the screening process that determines the
employers’ eligibility to capitalize on the tax credits potentially
available to them.”
CCC looks forward to the continued dedication and exemplary
customer service standards that Teresa and her team bring to the
organization.
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